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We are still young – p. 4-5

The remarkable beauty spots and the picturesque Świętokrzyskie Land this is how we can characterise the place I live in. We take pride in the fact that
Świętokrzyskie are Poland’s oldest mountains which abound with greenery, natural
landscape parks, open and hospitable inhabitants. The Święty Krzyż monastery
complex – the home for Holy Cross Wood relics, Sandomierz - the former seat of
Polish kings and Nowa Słupia - the stage for traditional smelting industry festival these are some of the magnets for those who yearn for rest in the bosom of nature,
who are eager to learn more about one of Polish civilization cradles.
The Świętokrzyskie Land is much more than its nature and history. This is where
traditions are permeated with the culture, science and business. Kielce is the home
for the world-famous exhibition centre - Targi Kielce boasts numerous advantages it offers extensive exhibition space, air-conditioned, state-of-the-art expo halls and
professional services.
Targi Kielce is also the venue for conferences and business meetings. I am glad
to see that the Expo Centre’s Board is successful in attracting more and more exhibitors and guests. In addition to its unquestionable economic results, Targi Kielce also
offers a unique opportunity to promote the Świętokrzyskie region.
The province’s capital is also a strong sports centre as it has been selected
2018’s European City of Sport. Kielce is famous for as many as the three disciplines
at the highest national level - handball, football and volleyball. Inside the city’s limits, winter-sports aficionados are offered modern ski centres equipped with snowmaking systems, ski-lifts, skiing equipment rental services, catering facilities and car
parks. There are also marked skiing trails.
Please accept my whole-heart invitation to visit the Świętokrzyskie Land. Hospitable people, excellent, traditional cuisine, unique and charming nature guarantee
that the time spent in the Kielce region abounds with pleasant home-take memories.
Agata Wojtyszek
Świętokrzyskie Voivode
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Targi Kielce
has celebrated
its 25th anniversary

THE EXPO CENTRE
The interview with Wojciech
Lubawski, City of Kielce Mayor
Last year’s Targi Kielce’s jubilee brings about the reflections on how much Kielce has changed over the last 25 years. If someone had left the city in 1993 and would have returned today, they would have been truly surprised.
- Especially drivers would experience these transformations as the transport and road system has substantially changed and developed beyond recognition. Fortunately the 1970’s
designers of the most important transport routes were brave in
their decisions. Nonetheless over the years it was getting harder and harder and to drive around the city. Since I became the
City Mayor, Jesionowa has been rebuilt. What used to be a single-carriageway has become a dual carriageway. This has substantially changed the east-west transport axis. The Gosiewskiego street has been extremely important for the north-south
part of the system. However, there are more positive solutions
in city’s road and transport network, the system is much easier and more comfortable to use. According to statistics we
are one of the cities which boast to have the best-communicated internal transport system. There are also new large-volume
building such as shopping-malls. These facilities may not be
to everybody’s liking, but they are very much in demand. And
besides they fit in well. There are also office buildings. Those who do not know how the City Hall decision process works
may think that everything can be done much faster. Yet there
are obstacles such as the land ownership and legal matters that
date back to the war-times. Legal states of a number of lots
have not been regulated. There is also the issue own funds for
EU subsidised project. We try to make the best of the EU programmes and schemes.
This all impacts the city’s image transformation. The previous EU financial perspective was the best proof..
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is what
we take pride in

- This new EU financial perspective offers Kielce equal po-

ssibilities. The old one resulted in over one billion Euros investments in Kielce. This is a huge budget. The city was main
beneficiary. Also universities, Targi Kielce - a commercial entity with a higher, 50% own contribution benefited a lot. There
were also other institutions that benefited and have advanced.
You can see the metamorphosis at the city’s Geoportal website, compare aerial photos of Kielce from different
periods and you will see these changes. The Targi Kielce
neighbourhood - the big empty land stretches have disappeared. Now these have been replaced with new facilities,
roads, Kielce-West road junction...
- You mentioned the Geoportal. This is a part of GIS (Geographic Information System), the Smart City strategy element.
We boast to have received the platinum certificate, the highest
seal of quality granted by the Canadian institution which deals
with modern city management. Now we are Poland’s only city
to have this certificate. This means that we are theoretically and
practically prepared to face many challenges. The Geoportal is
one of the many examples. The Geoportal includes 1,500 information layers which are very important from the point of view of
prospective investors who look for interesting places.
Targi Kielce is one of most important investors that utilises
its own funds and the EU support. They have built a magnificent main expo hall, the congress centre and other facilities,
e.g. the car park. We have and intend to acquire the land all
around the expo centre. I say ‚we’ because the city of Kielce
is the owner of almost 100% of Targi Kielce’s shares. Beyond
any doubts, we intend to fuel and support Targi Kielce’s development. The best thing is that you do not need to enter the
city when going to Targi Kielce. Admittedly, from Kielce’s per-
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spective this may be a drawback. However a direct access to
the expo centre is an obvious advantage. Benchmarked with
other exhibition centres in all corners of the world, we have all
the reasons to be proud and hold our head high. We have done
a great job.
There are also the expo visitors who decide to stay in
the city. Targi Kielce has proven to be an important city-creating factor.
- I think this is measurable. Since The beginning of my terms
of office, nearly 50 hotels have become operational. There used
to be 20, now there are 70. This is a great number considering
the fact that we are a 200,000 inhabitants city. Targi Kielce has
played a vital role here. Also Kielce restaurants are of supreme
quality, compared even with the offer of Krakow’s restaurants.
When there are large-scale events such as MSPO, companies
rent entire restaurants for a few days. Service providers such as
hairdressers, taxi-drivers, etc. also benefit from the expo centre’s

presence. A great number of institutions make a living owing to
the fact that 70 exhibitions host guests from all over the world.
The name „Kielce” is strongly associated with the city’s
expo centre. Does this fact help in attracting investors?
- Expo participants do not feel the need to establish a company here. They come for specific events and do not require a permanent in-city presence. On the other hand, the expo
business introduces a greater order into the city. This is a big
advantage. At the moment there is a serious problem with the
land, a large part of the Kielce areas are natural reserves. The
reserves, landscape parks within the city perimeter cannot be
transformed into investment areas. This is the city’s distinguishing feature and a burden at the same time. Since the beginning of my terms of office I have had a development concept
based on the services enhancement. The expo centre is a typical service institution. The Kielce Technology Park verges the
services and production sectors. This institution also requires
large areas to develop. There are also other fields outside industry. We organise sporting and cultural events as well as trade
shows which attract people from all corners of the world. This
gives us fuel to live and develop. The city can grow, taxes support the city. We can see the results of our actions. The expo
centre is an important element of the mosaic. We wish to salute those who resolved to organise the first expo 25 years ago.
I remember that time, today’s Targi Kielce president Andrzej
Mochoń, the-then the chairman of the Świętokrzyskie Agency for Regional Development organized the first MSPO. There
are also others who, against all odds were instrumental for the
expo centre’s start and development. The-then decision was
surprising to many. Expos in the WPHW - the previous food-distribution company’s warehouse? Today, 25 years later we
cannot imagine Kielce without the Targi Kielce.

The Kielce Fair Review is targeted at the Targi Kielce
guests. After a whole day in the exhibition halls and conference rooms they have some free time. Mayor - any ideas
for pastime activities?
- Kielce restaurants are worth considering. Our guests
have a lot to choose from. The Sienkiewicza Street is a must-visit place. In many competitions the street has won the title
of Poland’s most beautiful promenade. Seldom do we realize
what treasures we have within a hand’s reach. There is the Palace of the Kraków Bishops in Kielce - a very special point on
Poland’s cultural map. I have often witnessed the visitors’ surprise. When touring over the art gallery they asked in disbelief are these paintings on show in Kielce? Impossible! The whole
Young Poland’s period and the masterpieces of Polish painting
are displayed in Kielce. Not to mention the Dutch and German
masters whose numerous masterpieces are here, Polish painting
is particularly well represented. My favourite place in Kielce is
its nineteenth-century park where you can rest and relax, look
at the birds we care for. There is also the castle hill with Zamko-

wa Street. The Patriotic and Civic Centre is worth visiting, just
like the Design Institute located just round the corner. This is the
showcase for Polish and global applied art. The bishop’s palace and the cathedral are a few steps away. If anyone wants to
pray, the cathedral offers unique atmosphere and its rich history.
I recommend taking a stroll starting from the Henryk Sienkiewicz monument towards the railway station along Poland’s most
beautiful promenade. This is how I see the Sienkiewicza Street.

Sienkiewicza Street – one of Poland’s most beautiful promenades.
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Experience
is our obligation

WE ARE STILL YOUNG
- The Targi Kielce’s jubilee year has
just ended; what reflection do you have
at the beginning of the new quarter-century?
- We are still young, yet we have already gathered extensive, 25 years’ experience we can build our future upon. We do not
have the old habits that date back to the
pre-transformation times. The company
was founded according to the free-market
economy rules. A quarter of a century later, we are a well-organized firm without a
corporation’s characteristic features. This
is one of our many strengths which makes
this place nice and pleasant to work in.
- A company may boast 25 years
of experience. What if at some point
it stops developing? Targi Kielce has
been constantly growing. This can be
clearly seen.
- We need to remember that the situation in the Polish market has drastically
changed. Seven years ago one could say
that the Poznań fairs and Targi Kielce held
all the cards in the market and were well
ahead of other players. In the recent years Poland’s exhibition industry has made
a quantum leap in terms of quantity, rather than quality. Today’s situation in Poland can hardly be compared with other
Eastern Europe’s countries. We are take
the lead in this respect.
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- Let us look at the exhibition business map of our part of Europe. What

does Poland look like in this benchmark?
- In most countries such as Slovakia,
Hungary and the Czech Republic there is
just one or two trade fair centres. In Hungary, which are four times smaller than Poland, there is only one exhibition center,
located in Budapest. The Czech Republic has the two: Brno and Prague. Romania also two - Bucharest and Arad (whose only expo hall’s size is just like Targi
Kielce’s smallest one). Targi Kielce has
the 7 exhibition halls. In Poland there are
at least 8 centres that organise full-fledge
expo events.
- What is the reason for the situation?
- This can be attributed to the size of
the country, its location, a large internal
market and its economy’s dynamic development. Over the years Poland’s economy has been advancing much more vigorously than those of other European Union
member states; I refer to quite a long time
perspective. In 2008-2009 downturn times, the countries of our region such as
the Czech Republic and Hungary suffered
a few percent GDP decline. Whilst Poland
was still in the up-trend. The expos’ standing clearly indicate the trend, what we
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observed was only a stagnant economy.
That period can be described as a stagnation, there was certainly no decline.
- Hence the expo industry is often
said to be a real acid-test for the economy ...
- There is a saying that the expos offer the best economy barometer; one can
hardly argue with that. Our perspective
clearly proves it.
- What are the challenges generated by the expo market boom in the Vistula region?
- First and foremost - an enormous
competition in Poland. However, Poland’s
exhibition market has not yet developed
a clear structure. One could say that everyone is welcome to do business in the
open market. This includes the exhibition
business. The economic freedom benefits
the clients, they cannot complain. From
the industry’s perspective the situation offers advantages too, because competition
enhances progress. We always want to
be ahead of the competitors, so we keep
cudgelling our brains. At the end of the
day the customer wins. I am not just talking about the financial aspects. Competition forces lowering prices, but above all
it positively affects quality enhancement.
There are negative sides too like the oversupply of trade fair centres. In some are-

- Andrzej Mochoń PhD., Targi Kielce President of Board

as there are 4 or 5 events with a relatively
similar scope and quality. There is no apparent leader, though. Customers are confused then. Sometimes they do not attend
any of these expos. It is neither profitable
for exhibitors nor for clients.
- I am looking out your office window. On the left-hand side there are the
exhibition halls, on the right there is the
Congress Centre. How important is the
conference part in your business? What
competitive advantages does it offer?
- We did need the Congress Centre to
diversify our business activities, enhance
and complement the expos we hold here,
to organise accompanying events. We designed and developed the Congress Centre as a thoroughly serviceable facility, its
main hall may serve as an example of the
centre’s multi-faceted functionality. The
seat-sections can be easily „folded in” to
transform the place into a ballroom, a banquet hall or an expo pavilion. The demand
for conference spaces has been growing
for 20 years. The expos have become
a hybrid, many-threads events. Eventually we are here to deliver for our clients, it
means - to attract visitors. Creating more
than just one reason to come to the expo
is important. Expos become much more
attractive if you know that you can attend
an interesting training or join a conference
held within the scope of the expo. This is
an apparent global trend, we keep abreast of the times and the changes.
- Targi Kielce as well as the expo
centre’s surroundings have changed
a lot. There is the Kielce-West intersection of two important national roads.
The completion of the next S7 sections
is on the horizon. The railway companies promise further, important investments.
- Accessibility is one of the key factors for expo success. Look at our competitors in Poznań, Budapest or Brno - the
expo centres are located in the city centres. Targi Kielce offers the most comfortable access, because we are in the city’s

outskirts. Most people come by car to an
expo. Advertising materials, samples must
be delivered. This proximity to the road
system is of utmost importance. We could do with better airports availability. The
blueprint is optimistic. A contract between
Radom and Polish Airlines is to be signed
soon. Kielce will certainly benefit, if Radom
becomes an alternate and backup airport
for those based in the capital. Once the
S7 route is operational, it will take just 40
minutes t drive to Radom. High hopes are
also attached to the railway. Central-level
investments and the higher-speed lines refurbishment are important. If we were able
to travel fast from Kielce to Opoczno, the
estimated travel-times to Warsaw would
be an hour and a quarter. Exactly the time
you need to travel from Heathrow to the
centre of London or Charles de Gaulle airport to the heart of Paris.
- Speaking of the future... What
challenges are there for Targi Kielce
in the coming years?
At the moment we are in the middle of
an ICT revolution. We have a completely
new ERP software - the ICT department’s
heart, the entire financial and accounting
system which includes HR and payroll.
This is the first stage. The implementation
of the CRM system for customer relations
is another step. Important implementations are still ahead of us. The nearest
future’s challenges are associated with
mobile technologies. I mean smartphone-based applications. These investments
cannot be seen with the naked eye. You
cannot look at the result the way you look
at the viewing tower, but that does not
mean these developments are less important. The world is not standing still which
makes us consider further undertakings.
- Also those related to the expo infrastructure expansion?
The restaurant in the „F” hall will become twice as big. Now it has gained the
„wagon” nickname. The new restaurant
will be suspended from the ceiling and
will not reduce our exhibition space. We
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also plan to build a courtyard-roof before
the Congress Centre’s entrance in Zakładowa St. in the direct vicinity of the VIP

area. We wish to guard against adverse
weather conditions. This investment will
make it possible to expand the existing
entrance hall where we meet members of
governments, foreign delegations, journalists and many other distinguished guests. A link between the Congress Centre
and F Expo Hall is also in the pipeline. We
also need to develop a terminal for exhibitors at gate number 3 with entry control
features. Additional storage space is extremely important. According to the plans
this will be all-in-one project, including the
carpenter workshop. More and more often
we provide turnkey services when developing expo stands for our clients, thus the
dedicated space is required. I hope that
these investments will have been completed by 2019. Over the coming years
we will have to demolish or at least thoroughly modernize four or five of our halls.
We need a spacious, higher hall without
support-columns which limit the exhibition development possibilities.
- We can already imagine what
the expo centre will look like on Targi
Kielce’s 30th anniversary.
- ... In my imagination I can see a magnificent expo centre... On a more serious
note - the investments completion will be
one of the key elements in the necessary
infrastructure improvement and services
quality enhancement.
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Bożena Staniak,
Vice President
of Board

LAST YEAR
abounded with challenges
2017 was the year of challenges and the our anniversary year. The world has
been dynamically changing, we have faced growing competition. We do our best
to consolidate our market position and develop new, ambitious projects.

The Jubilee marked with challenges
In terms of our business activity, the jubilee year was quite a difficult one because that was the year without the large-scale events held on alternating years. Therefore the slightly
weaker revenues and financial results. On top of that, the beginning of the year was when we had to face ... avian flu problem which thwarted our pigeons exhibition plans.
It was also the first year when we experienced strong labour market changes. Before then, the large and highly industrialized agglomerations such as Warsaw, Poznañ or Upper Silesia
were said to have this problem. The labour market change meant for us the challenges, it was hard to find vocational school
graduates for seasonal, expo-time positions. Scarcity of plumbers or electricians is related to the fact that they either have a
permanent employment, they have emigrated or they are not
interested in short-time commission-jobs. On the other hand,
globalization means that more and more employees from outside Poland are available. Now our company employs a person
from Russia and Italy. We do not have employees from Ukraine yet, we cooperate with a person who lives in our country.
Last year we could feel the competitors’ breathe down our
neck. Poland’s expo market has become strongly competitive.
There are events of similar nature offered by many expo centres. However, we offer numerous advantages the exhibitors
consider when choosing our centre. Against all odds, we do
our best to develop Kielce exhibition and congress centre. We
make the best use of our strengths and experience.
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Last year saw the conference and training business increase.
We also became more active in individual expo stand construction business; each year this part of our business increases
its share in our total revenue.

The experience pays off
The jubilee year made us return and reflect the special moments in our history that shaped today’s Targi Kielce. The new
president of the board appointment, the fire of one of the exhibition halls at the end of the previous decade and the completion of the multi-million EU-supported investments were such
milestones. The investments have made our centre a truly exhibitors and conference participants friendly venue. We are in for
the new challenges in the coming years, the new investments
without which it would be difficult to imagine the centre’s further development.
Our twenty-five years’ experience makes us look back at the
beginnings. It was difficult to create an expo centre in the place
with no trade-fair traditions, to create contrast to Poznañ. We
started from scratch, over the years we managed to reach the
position of market’s runner-up. Not only are we ranked second
in Poland, but also in the whole Central and Eastern Europe.
However challenging, these achievements cannot be overestimated. The difficulties on the way resulted from our geographic
location and the region’s economic condition. This has been
reflected in the relatively small share of consumer expos compared to other, richer and large centres. This does not mean
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that we do not hold the B2C events of a well-established reputation. Our business activity, however mainly focuses on B2B
events of industrial character. The events are not targeted at
Mr and Mrs Smith, but at the corporate sector. This is what we
specialise in. The largest events are the International Defence
Industry Exhibition (MSPO), PLASTPOL. AGROTECH has also
been gaining momentum. There are several events that have
been constantly developing. In total, our portfolio includes
more than 70 events, many of which enjoys a well-established
position at home and abroad.
There are many advantages we offer, comprehensive customer services is one of our strengths. We book hotels and restaurants, we provide exhibition space, stand construction, design and arts services, hostess to man the events. The services
portfolio has been constantly expanded to include new elements. The spectrum of services for exhibitors becomes wider.
What is important, our services are offered at competitive prices.

Targi Kielce’s 25th jubilee
Numerous marketing aspects accentuated the Targi Kielce’s
25th anniversary. Folders, publications and headed paper have
been created especially for the occasion. We also organized
the two large events. In November last year in Warsaw there

was a large jubilee event. Parliamentarians and cooperating
parties were the main target audience. In February in our Congress Centre hosted a similar event addressed at Kielce inhabitants, expo centre’s staff and their families, representatives
of the city and region institutions we cooperate with.
The Warsaw gala featured the artists from Kielce and Świętokrzyskie - the Kielce Dance Theatre, the Femata Choir and
Piotr Restecki. The February fiesta was enriched with the performance of our employee - Basia Sipa and the band. Basia
Sipa’s concerts have often been a highlight of our events.

The future
In economic terms, this year promises to be a better one.
In 2018 we will hold the two-year cycle events. The autumn
METAL and the European Foundry Congress are particularly
prestigious events. We have new events in the pipeline, these
may start on a modest scale. Yet, despite the market competition they already have the potentials.
Our experience shows very small events may often spring
into really big expos which become the highlights of our centre’s
business calendar. The Congress Centre also works on new projects. We believe that these will fuel the development of this
part of Targi Kielce business.

2017’s facts and figures*
Number of exhibitors: 6.700
Number of visitors: 254.000
Exhibition space leased 247.800 sq.m.
*) preliminary data
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T HE ART
O F M EE T ING
S por ts and Culture
What does the exhibition industry have in common with sports and culture?
Limiting the answer only to the sponsorship as such would make the reply
incomplete. – Both cultural, sports and expo events have one common
denominator - a meeting, ideas and emotions transfer. Targi Kielce’s presence
in both areas is natural and important - says Mr. Dariusz Michalak the Targi Kielce
Management Board member.
The art of meeting
On the one hand there is an artist presenting their works in a gallery, a recital
of an acclaimed musician who is ready
to have an new long-play out, a strong
sports team fights for the highest trophies. On the other hand there are expos
- the showcase for exhibitors where they
put the best foot forwards - their ideas
and latest development are on show. -

Both sport, culture and expo business
are based on meetings, specific content
transfer. This is what connects, brings
us together, naturally involves in many
cultural and sports projects - said Dariusz Michalak in the interview with Kielce Trade Fair.
The Targi Kielce logo has regularly
been on show. Targi Kielce has been the
sponsor and patron of important cultural
events. Over the past years the logoty-

Ennio Morricone and Świętokrzyskie Philharmonic after the concert staged in Targi Kielce.
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pe was also on sports-people’s T-shirts
taking part in international competitions.

Some examples
Not long ago, for a number of seasons
Targi Kielce was a part of the name of the
European handball power - the Vive Targi
Kielce club. In 2013, wearing the T-shirts
with the expo centre’s logo on, the Kielce handball players advanced to the top
four teams on the Old Continent.
- Through sport Targi Kielce has showed its role and relations with the region
and the city. The Świętokrzyskie region
recognises handball an extremely important discipline. Not getting involved in the
project to create a European level team
was not an option - recalls Dariusz Michalak. It also made a sense business-wise.
- Handball is the second most popular
team sport in Germany - German companies come first in the ranking with regards the number of expo participants and
exhibitor. Having considered the trend,
we tried to increase our recognition on
the other side of the Oder river: handball
was a good choice - the board member
of Targi Kielce emphasizes.

In its history, Targi Kielce has also supported the Korona Kielce - the Ekstraklasa football league player. Recently the
expo centre has become the sponsor of
Korona Handball players.

Significant cultural events
Dariusz Michalak also mentions cultural undertakings Targi Kielce is involved
in. Suffices to mention the „Memorial to
Miles” Targi Kielce Jazz Festival - This
event has been with us for years. This is
a part of our idea marking our presence
in cultural milieus - says Mr. Michalak.
Cultural events which accompany
the expos offer more examples - many
of these make the waves outside Poland.
The annual „Per Artem Ad Deum” awarding ceremony organized together with
the Pontifical Council for Culture is one
of the instances. Kielce hosts top artists
ADVERTISING

such as Krzysztof Penderecki, Krzysztof
Zanussi and Ennio Morricone - we want
to show that Kielce is an interesting and
a good place. – stresses Mr. Michalak.

We are region-based
The expo centre has repeatedly proved that promotion of local artists who
come from the region is important. The
jubilee galas organized in Warsaw and in
Kielce are a good example. These were
held to mark the 25th anniversary of the
company’s business.
- We tried to show the best a of the
best in front of the audiences from the region, from home and abroad. The Kielce artists’ performances also showed
the Targi Kielce’s and the Świętokrzyskie
Region’s potentials. We have reasons to
be proud. We want to say it loud and clear - stressed Dariusz Michalak.

the Board Member
Dariusz Michalak

The Targi Kielce’s expo-stand design team of professionals – from
the left: Łukasz Radomski, Artur Buras, Justyna Omańska, Sebastian Ozga i Ewa Ćwiklińska.

THE R O O F
I S THE L I M I T
Today’s trends

One place, hundreds of expo stands. Everything plays a vital role here - the location
in the expo hall, the lights, the booth size and its design, materials, products display,
logotype placement. And if that weren’t enough - the exhibition business fashion
that may often change is important, too. The Kielce Fair Review meets those
who know all the ropes and can tell you „how to put the best foot forward”?
Trends cannot be neglected
Targi Kielce - this is where the boldest ideas hit designers’
computers and then turn into a ready design that can be admired in exhibition halls. The ground floor of the office building
is the home for a workshop-cluster. This is where we meet the
stand construction team. This is where visions take the flesh.
Hundreds of calculations and drawings are transformed into a
specific expo display. - Fashions and different presentations
aspects change every year. Exhibitors want to stand out of the
crowd - they either use special lights rendering or unique materials. This is coupled with backlights, electronics screens. It
all depends on who requests designs - says Justyna Omańska, a designer of bespoke expo stands.
Exhibitors fond attractive and unusual designs prepared
by the Targi Kielce team really appealing.
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Justyna’s colleague is sitting at the other side of the desk.
Ewa Ćwiklińska draws our attention to the designer trends from
various industries which mix and mingle. What we see at the
expo is the result of the designers’ latest visions in furniture industry and interior design. - Minimalism and the desire to conceal the expo stand construction elements is in fashion now.
Ecology is trendy too. Materials such as wood and cardboard
are not foreign to us, yet everything must be in line with the
nature of specific expos - adds Ewa.
Light and location in the expo hall complement the whole.
Artur Buras - the stand construction team manager points out
that randomness in not an option in the exhibition business.
The exhibition location is important, yet this is the very expo-stand that catches visitors’ eye. – When you intend to exhibit,
contact the expo manager to discuss and find a location that
is most suitable for your needs – stresses Artur Buras. Once
we have selected the place and of course the space-size, it is
time to delve into details. According to the Expo Stand Section Manager, the expos-stand’s functional and aesthetic elements are important; these include the reception desk, meeting rooms to see your clients, technical and back-up facilities.
The design team members admit that they want to be trend-setters themselves, yet it’s also worth keeping a close look on
others, always have up to date info. - It is great to be a model,
an inspiration source for other designers. Exhibitors visit expos around the world and therefore are able to grasp today’s
main fashion trends, discover the ways to stand out. This gives
them a fresh perspective when designing their own stands says Justyna Omańska. Artur Buras adds that the Targi Kielce
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staff also visits exhibitions in other centres in all corners of the
world and have the chance try draw inspirations from the best.
- There is no inferiority complex; we are abreast of the latest
trends. What we find constructive and inspirational is when an
exhibitor returns year after year, they order larger expo surfaces and thus give us a greater chance to show off our talents
and skills. - observes Mr. Buras.

Challenges converted into square meters
- When speaking the number of challenges recalculated into
square meter, the plastics processing expo is the leader. Exhibitors want to showcase products that are normally invisible for
final clients, for example raw materials. These are stands whose construction must be long-remembered attention-magnets,
that tell their own story. The defence sector expo is a complete
opposite; expo surfaces are much larger with much more space
for products - says Sebastian Ozga, bespoke stands designer.
Therefore every square meter must be a subject of a thorough consideration. A detailed plan is a must. Otherwise the
expo space management ad may look like a high-level Tetris
game. One may easily go beyond borders, cover something
that needs to be in the limelight. Also the form and content
may be exaggerated. - We are here to help exhibitors, answer their questions of all kinds, dispel any doubts they might
have. - says Łukasz Radomski, the head of the standard expo
stands section.
Artur Buras has been working at Targi Kielce since 1995.
In his many-year career Mr. Buras has seen a lot. Sometimes
exhibitors make devastating mistakes when planning their expositions. Sometimes they do not even manage to build their
expo stand on time. I remember when an overhead element
designed as the dominant feature of the stand had to be chopped-off a day before the expo start - he recalls. There was also
the stands prepared by an external company; the construction
toppled over and tarnished the exhibitor’s image.
To avoid such situations it is worth using services of the team
that works on site. They know the expo halls’ technical conditions, utilities access points locations. This is our main advantage, a great asset. We react on the spot. Add more things to
this, like the access to the warehouse and materials. This makes it possible to deliver, even at the last moment. We have
never made a silly howler of this kind. We intend to keep this
excellent track-record” - says Mr. Buras.

Sky is the limit
The stands construction team’s business is not limited to
the Targi Kielce. - We deal with expo stand all over Europe.
Every time we experience different conditions together, apply
different calculations. This further enhances our experience.
Not only do I mean expo stands design but also safety - says
Ewa Ćwiklińska.
The American saying the sky is the limit may apply here,

Large, open spaces favour business relations establishment.

yet Justyna Omańska makes an immediate correction. In this
case we should say the roof is the limit.

2018’s TREND – WHAT IS IN A FASHION
MINIMALISM less of the expo stand, more
of the logotype exposure. Walls and floor in soft
colours, delicate lighting details, products
in the spotlight. A subtle game of lights and
multimedia. Consistent corporate identity.
- Once I heard the client saying „how about raising this ce-

iling to go up one metre with the expo stand’s top” she recalls
with a smile. Seriously speaking - the budget of a particular
company plays a role. - We struggle, we do what is virtually
impossible - this concerns clients on tight budgets as well as
those who have a good taste and financial capabilities which
allow us to really show off, let our imagination run wild. The latter is quite rare. Nonetheless, we try to get the most out of what
we have - adds Omańska.

Bespoke expo stands constructions - tailor-made to satisfy
exhibitors’ needs.

More than expos

THE SPACE and music
Although Targi Kielce Exhibition and Congress Centre is first and foremost
associated with the exhibitions it hosts, we cannot possibly ignore the fact that
this is also important cultural centre. Cultural events accompany exhibitions
and congresses. The Centre’s space and cutting-edge technical solutions
make it a perfect place for musicians. Spectators feel at home here. Every event
is therefore long remembered.
The secret
of a good project

Director
of the Conference
Department
Andrzej Kiercz
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Despite their short history, both the
state-of-the-art E Expo Hall located in the
heart of the exhibition space as well as
the Congress Centre have witnessed musical events galore. All these artistic treats will long be remembered by music lovers. To make this possible, the facility’s
functionality had to be well considered
long before the investments started. The venue’s maximum functionality was
at the top of our priority list while preparing the assumptions for the architectural
design studio and then for the civil-engineering contractor. The overarching goals were the excellent acoustics, bespoke space arrangement, technical back-up
areas, convenient space for artists and
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the public. It was also important to develop the infrastructure that utilises the
latest technical solutions - says the conference department director Mr. Andrzej
Kiercz. Today, several years after the facility became operational we can clearly
see that the goals have been achieved.

Chopin and Morricone
Let us go back in time - it was almost
eight years when in 2010 Targi Kielce officially opened its spacious, cutting-edge E
Expo Hall. Its characteristic shape is one
of the kind and cannot be mistaken with
any other facility. To mark the occasion
as well as the-then Chopin Year, the four
thousand people were brought together
in the hall to admire the two-scenes CHOPIN4 show. The spectacle was set to the

musical of Urszula Dudziak, Aga Zarian
and Włodek Pawlik with his band. The
„CHOPIN4” was directed by Jarosław
Minkowicz who has gained fame and recognition for his “Seven Gates of Jerusalem” and Emmy nomination. The concert
was broadcast on TVP2; the performance
was soon recognized as one of the most
important cultural events and honoured
with the Minister of Culture and National
Heritage’s distinction. - It was a very interesting stage performance. The water-stage and the artists set on several levels
really impressed the audience. The facility offered unique experience for the listeners in the Hall and also allowed to record the concert - Andrzej Kiercz recalls.
A year later, the world-famous conductor and composer, the Oscar winner
Ennio Morricone appeared in the same
place to be presented the Pontifical Culture Council for Culture’s „Per Artem Ad
Deum” Medal. The event participants
certainly remember the performance of
the new version of Tra Cielo e Terra by the
Świętokrzyskie Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra and the Krakow Philharmonic
Choir dedicated to Saint John Paul II.

New prospects
and possibilities
With the completion of the of the PLN
190 million project and opening the Congress Centre in 2013, the range possibilities and prospects Targi Kielce offers has
certainly expanded. The Congress Centre project has been the company’s largest project which utilised the EU funds.
The modern body of the building topped
with a viewing tower offers a number of
meeting rooms which offer a whole array
of possibilities. – The rooms’ main differentiating factor is their seating capacity.
The rooms can also meet various requirements with regards to the sound-systems
they are equipped with; small-scale concerts can take place in the small halls
which can seat several dozens of people and offer basic acoustic functionalities. The main, theatre-like Omega Hall
meets all professional requirements related to stage-performances and compli-

es with artists’, performers’, light operators’, image creators’ needs. This is our
germ - says Andrzej Kiercz. He also points out that the room can be arranged in
many ways. There are more assets like
the spacious foyer for additional activities to enhance the event’s programme.
- Many who visit us find it surprising

- Targi Kielce; an industrial facility as it is,
first and foremost a business and service
platform also provides great opportunities to stage artistic programs. This is a
very positive surprise as we see it. I am
glad to see their will to return to Kielce
to organise consecutive projects - emphasizes director Kiercz.

There is an extensive list of artists who have already performed in Targi
Kielce’s venue - Krzysztof Penderecki, Ennio Morricone, Tadeusz Woźniak,
Perfekt, Lady Pank, Poznań Nightingales, Andrzej Piaseczny. Subsequent
events serve as a further confirmation that this is a culture-friendly place
and the art itself perfectly complements the institution’s original function;
the space designed to host meetings and business match-making.
All these aspects make it possible to merge different aspects of today’s
exhibition business into a cohesive and harmonious whole.
number
of people
Omega
Alfa
Omega&Alfa
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Teta
Beta&Gamma
Delta&Teta
Beta&Gamma
&Delta&Teta
Hall E
Capsule E1
Capsule E2
Capsule E3

setting theater

setting banquet

setting conference

680
120
850
100
100
100
100
280
280

250
90
470
80
80
80
80
144
144

250
130
365
72
72
72
72
150
150

560
4500
60
25
90

320
4120
30
15
54

288
2060
30
15
40

Targi Kielce’s space has been the stage for greatest music-stars plethora including
Grzegorz Markowski and the Perfect band.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
EKOTECH
19th International Environmental
Protection and Waste Management Expo

ENEX
21st International Power Industry Fair

ENEX - NOWA ENERGIA
16th Fair of Renewable Sources
of Energy

GREEN CITY EXPO
Urban Greenery and Street
Furniture Expo

PSB

16th PSB Group Expo

AGROTECH

PRACA, KARIERA, ROZWÓJ

28.02-1.03

12th National Job Fair for Students
and University Graduates

DOM

28.02-1.03

25th Fair of Residential Building Materials and
Interior Fitments

OGRÓD I TY

28.02-1.03

25th Garden Fair

AGROTRAVEL & ACTIVE LIFE

28.02-1.03

10th International Fair of Rural and
Agricultural Tourism

ECO - STYLE

6-7.03

Ecological Products Expo

HEALTH & BEAUTY

16.04

20-22.04
20-22.04
20-22.04

20-22.04

International Health and Beauty Expo

20-22.04

RĘKODZIEŁO

15-16.04

20-21.03

FIT-WEEKEND

20-22.04

10-12.04

TARGI PRACY

STOM-BLECH&CUTTING

10-12.04

AUTOSTRADA-POLSKA

STOM-LASER

10-12.04

STOM-ROBOTICS

10-12.04

24th International Fair of Agricultural
Techniques

LAS-EXPO
18th Timber Industry & Forest
Resources Management Fair

GIEŁDA SZKÓŁ I UCZELNI
Schools and Education Fair

STOM-TOOL

11th Fair of Metal Processing, Tools and
Machine Tools

11th Sheet Metal Processing and Cutting
Fair

5th Laser and Laser Technology Expo

International Exhibition of Robotics

SPAWALNICTWO

13th International Fair of Welding
Technology and Equipment

WIRTOPROCESY
5th Virtual Processing Trade

DNI DRUKU 3D
10th 3D Printing Days

TEiA
Electronics and Automation Fairs

e
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EXPO-SURFACE

9th Exhibition of Corrosion Protection
Technology and Surface Treatment

PNEUMATICON
11th Fair of Pneumatics, Hydraulics, Drives
and Controls

CONTROL-STOM
24th Fair of Industrial Measuring
Technology

www.targikielce.pl

16-18.03
16-18.03

International Artistic Handicrafts Exhibition
CRAFTS - Christmas Edition

21st National Employment Fair

24th International Fair of Road
Construction Industry

MASZBUD

19th International Construction Equipment
and Special Vehicles Fair

ROTRA

10th International Fair of Road
Transport - Commercial Vehicles

INNO-TECH EXPO

10-12.04
10-12.04

6th International Expo of Innovativeness
and New Technologies

DENTOPOLIS
Festiwal Stomatologii Praktycznej

Dental Conference

PLASTPOL

10-12.04

XXII Międzynarodowe Targi
Przetwórstwa Tworzyw Sztucznych i Gumy

KIELCE IFRE EXPO

10-12.04

2nd International Fire Protection &
Rescue Exhibition KIELCE IFRE-EXPO

KIELCE WORK SAFETY-EXPO

10-12.04

International Occupational Safety and Fire
Protection Systems Exhibition

SACROEXPO

19th International Exhibition of Church
Construction, Church Fittings and Furnishings
and Religious Art

10-12.04

EXPOSITIO

10-12.04
EXPOSITIO

9th European Exhibition of New Museum
Technologies, Art Conservation and National
Heritage

25.04
8-10.05
8-10.05
8-10.05
14-15.05
17-20.05
22-25.05
7-9.06
7-9.06
11-13.06

11-13.06

EURO DOG SHOW

IDEa

21-22.06

GAMEON

5th Video Games Tournament and Expo

23-24.06

5th Conference and Exhibition for Private
Label Producers

17-18.10

FASHION FOR KIDS

28-29.06

TRANSEXPO

23-25.10

International Drone Event - Annual

B2B Clothes and Textiles Expo

AtoPsoriaDerm

30.06

Exhibition for Patients with Psoriasis
and Atopic Dermatitis

DUB IT!

7-8.07

7th Tuning Festival

TUNING & MOTORSPORT SHOW
Vehicle Tuning and Modification Expo

MSPO

4-7.09

26th International Defence Industry
Exhibition

LOGISTYKA

4-7.09

24th International Logistics Fair

KIELCE BIKE - EXPO

9th International Fair of Bicycle Industry

13-15.09

KIELCE BIKE - EXPO MARATON
Bicycle Marathon

7-8.07

15.09

ŚWIATOWY KONGRES ODLEWNICTWA***
The 73rd World Foundry Congress,
Creative Foundry

METAL

22nd International Fair of Technologies for
Foundry

ALUMINIUM & NONFERMET
15th International Fair of Aluminium &
Technology, Materials and Non-Ferrous
Metal Products

RECYKLING

3rd Fair of Recycling of Non-Ferrous Metal

CONTROL-TECH

24th Fair of Industrial Measuring
Technology and Non-Destructive Testing

LWÓW BIKE - EXPO**

International Bicycle Expo LVIV BIKE-EXPO

SABAT FICTION FEST

Polish National Festival of Fantasy, Games
and Far-East Culture

EURO-LIFT

5th International Lifts Exhibition

LOKUM EXPO

Property Maintenance and Services Exhibition

The International Pedigree Dog
Exhibition

FUTURE PRIVATE LABELS POLAND & CEE

14th International Fair of Public Transport

MOTO-TECH

The Exhibition of Motor Vehicle Diagnostic
Station Equipment

HOL-EXPO

2nd Polish Road-Assistance Expo

28-30.09
2-4.10
2-4.10

* the exhibition held in Lviv, *** 73rd World Foundry Congress in Cracow

3-4.11

Light Aviation Expo

TLL

3-4.11

Light Aviation Expo

MODEL KIT EXPO

3-4.11

Targi Modelarstwa Redukcyjnego

DNI DLA BIZNESU

7.11

4th Finance and Enterprise Tax Forum,
Business-Services Expo

EURO AGRO LWÓW **

27-29.09

25.10

PARAGIEŁDA

25-27.09

25-27.09

23-25.10

National SAFE STADIUM Conference

HORTI TECH

25-27.09

23-25.10

BEZPIECZNY STADION

23-28.09

25-27.09

11-14.10

4th Fruit and Vegetable Technologies Expo

16-17.11
.11

International Fair of Agricultural Techniques

WYSTAWA PSÓW

15th International Exhibition
of Pedigree Dogs

ZOO SALON

8th Domestic Animal Fair

24-25.12

24-25.12

WYSTAWA GOŁĘBI POCZTOWYCH

8-9.12

WYSTAWA GOŁĘBI RASOWYCH
The District Exhibition of Pedigree Pigeons,
and Decorative Poultry, Rabbits

MODNY ŚLUB

11th National Wedding Fairs

VENUS

8-9.12

15-16.12

14th Fair of Aesthetic Medicine, Cosmetic
and Hairdressing Equipment

15-16.12

RĘKODZIEŁO

15-16.12

7th National Artistic Handicrafts
Exhibition CRAFTS - Christmas Edition

The organiser reserves the right to change the programme

Look around
from the tower

THE POWER
OF SIGMA

When approaching the exhibition
and congress centre, you can clearly
see and recognise the viewing
tower’s distinct silhouette from the
distance. At its top, the tower houses
the Sigma - one of the complex’ many
conference rooms. It comes as no
surprise that the tower-top views are
magnificent, however no description
can replace your personal experience.
From the tower-top you can admire
the beautiful panorama of Kielce, the
Świętokrzyskie Mountains and even
see the distant Przedborsk-Małogoszcz
hills range which already belongs to
the neighbouring Łódź Province.
SIGMA HALL
gain a different perspective,
see things in a different light:
Floor space: 240 sq.m.
Length 160 m.
Width: 15 m.
Height: 3.4 m
Equipment and features:
- a comprehensive audio-video system
- a panoramic lift
- catering and sanitary facilities
- the conference hall is the venue for meetings,
workshops, it can also be used as a television studio.

The viewing-point and a conference room - the two-in-one.
The Sigma Room for business with wide horizons.

How to reach the Chełmce church?
Take the trunk-road 74 from Targi Kielce, go as far as Kostomłoty and then turn into the provincial road No. 748
(signpost - Ruda Strawczynska). Once you reach Chełmce, you can easily see the church on the hill over the town.
Just turn left and enjoy.
- There are only the few cities in the world set in such magnificent surroundings. We can admire the beautiful landscape,
see the region’s development. For example, the Kielce-West
transport hub can be clearly seen from the tower. The tower
makes it possible to observe the city’s changing image, especially the districts around the expo centre – says Andrzej Kiercz,
the Conference Department Director at Targi Kielce
Have a look towards the west. On the horizon, right off the
two tall high-voltage pylons - a blot on the landscape, you can
easily see located on one of the hills the baroque

THE PARISH CHURCH
in Chełmce
The building dates back to 1620-1665. It was founded by
the Lublin governor Jan Tarło, whose heritage also includes the
Podzamcze Piekoszowskie palace. The palace, now ruined was
designed as a replica of the Palace of the Cracow Bishops in
Kielce. According to art experts, the Chełmce church represents the early baroque style. Today’s church replaced the
former, fourteenth century building which had been destroyed in the fire in 1620.

The bird-eye view over the Chełmce church.

THE PARISH CHURCH IN CHEŁMCE
Location: the Strawczyn Municipality, Kielce Poviat.
GPS coordinates of the church:
N: 50°55’37.44’’ E: 20°29’36.08’’
The distance from Targi Kielce’s Viewing Tower
(straight line): 7,4 km
The route length - from the TK to the church: 10,9 km
Travel time by car: 13-20 min.

THE UNFORGETTABLE CELEBRATIONS
of the Targi Kielce’s 25th anniversary
A feast for the senses – this is a nut-shell recapitulation of the birthday eveninggala which marked the occasion; Targi Kielce celebrated its 25th jubilee.
The special performance was staged on February 8. The Kielce Dance Theatre,
the Fermata Chamber Choir, Piotr Restecki, the Mr Pollack band and soloists
performed on stage. It was the Kielce unveiling of the jubilee celebrations.
Earlier, in November 2018 a similar event was organized in Warsaw.

– Targi Kielce means the cooperation of many people; this has

shaped the company over these years – the Kielce Mayor Wojciech
Lubawski began his address – A combination of happy events and
wise decisions have advanced Targi Kielce to become today’s Polish exhibition market’s leaders - he continued.
The Targi Kielce Vice-President Bożena Staniak also mentioned the role of the employees – the history of Targi Kielce is the
history of people who have created this place. We are grateful
that you have been with us in ups and downs - emphasized Mrs.
Staniak and expressed her gratitude for the staffs’ commitment
and work - We are open for new challenges. Let us join in celebrating our jubilee together.
The Congress Centre’s stage-performances started with the
Kielce Dance Theatre dancers’ live show. The „See Jazz” was a
travel into the distant New Orlean’s clubs. The atmosphere of jazz
clubs also marked the performance of Ryszard Styła, the outstanding guitarist. Piotr Restecki also showed his guitar skills and talent, a dose of delicate sounds was offered by the Fermata Choir
performing Marek Grechuta’s songs. The solo-singers – Katarzyna
Lisowska, Basia Sipa, Aleksandra Gąska, Roman Słomka, Paweł
Oszywa accompanied by the band enchanted the listeners with
their voices. The Mr Pollack band’s performance won the Kielce
public’s hearts. The music part culminated in the joint performance by all artists. The sound of „We are the champions” filled the
stage, torrents of balloons and confetti covered the auditorium.
However, this was not all - there were more attractions prepared
by the Targi Kielce team. The guests also participated in a show
of fires. The performance was staged on the square in front of the
Congress Centre; this part triggered emotional reactions. However, it was not only the Ukrainian Genesis group’s performance and
the fire that that set the house on fire. The traditional mulled wine
was also served much to the spectators’ delight.
The concert was the culmination of the Targi Kielce’s 25th jubilee celebrations. The inhabitants of our city filled the largest hall
Congress Centre to the brim. The hall normally houses over five
hundred people, yet this time extra chairs had to be used.
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STOM
STOM an insight into the latest technologies in automated lines
used for metalworking and processing.

and the Industrial Spring

Let us start by explaining the abbreviation you can see in the expo calendar.
STOM is the Exhibition of Metal Processing Technologies. The event is often
referred to as the Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring. This is Poland’s only industry
event which brings together so many companies from all corners of the world.
Year after year the number of exhibitors increases.
Every consecutive year the event has generated an increased interest. Almost 13,000 professional visitors, over 900
companies from 38 countries, nearly 11,000 sq m of exhibition
space, exhibitors in all the 7 exhibition halls - these are fact
and figures of last year’s „Industrial Spring”. Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring comprises as many as the 9 events: STOM-BLECH&CUTTING, STOM-TOOL, STOM -LASER, WELDING,
WIRTOPROCESY, EXPOSURFACE, PNEUMATICON, CONThe Industrial Spring is the showcase for machines working live.

TROL-STOM, 3D PRINTING DAYS and the two new events STOM-ROBOTICS and TEiA
The Fair of Metal Sheet Processing and Cutting STOM-BLECH&CUTTING is one of the most vibrant exhibitions
within the scope of this cluster.
Every year the Kielce-staged expo is the showcase for
a whole-array of manufacturers that offer supreme-quality machines and equipment for sheet-metal and pipe cutting, processing and machining. Innovative technologies for sheet metal
cutting, bending and sheet forming as well as surface treatment technologies are also be on show. The scope is complemented with CAD/CAM software, computer-aided processes for sheet-metal design, machining and processing. This
part of Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring boasts the largest exhibition space of all the cluster-expos. The machines on show
are ranked among the largest machine in terms of tonnage and
dimensions. Laser and plasma cutting machines are extremely
precise devices; it takes a few days before the expo to prepa-

re the machines for a live-display. Some machines are transported to customers once the expo is over.
STOM-TOOL has advanced to become a major Europe-wide industry event, a one-stop-shop for tools and CNC machines. The 11th, 2018’s STOM-TOOL brings together numerous manufacturers of top-quality appliances and equipment
who have already confirmed their presence.
Those who are into this business-sector find the STOM-LASER expo a perfect place to meet a whole array of companies which offer services in technologies selection, laser optics
systems, lasers integration for industrial systems. Many com-
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panies offer laser-installation dedicated tools and fixtures, installation safety solutions, software, rapid prototyping and laser surface treatment.
The stom-LASER expo features a series of seminars, and
among them the Laser Processing Technologies organised
by the Metal Laser Processing Research Centre of Kielce
University of Technology and Polish Academy of Sciences.
The 3D Printing Days complements the expo cluster. The
3D Printing Days’ success-story begins at Kielce’s student
club „WSPAK”, now the event has grown to become our
part of Europe’s most important industry meeting. Until now
the 3D Printing Days has accompanied the „Targi Kielce’s
Industrial Spring”; now the 3D event has advanced to become a real highlight of the exhibitions cluster.
The 3D Printing Days goes from strength to strength. Every consecutive year the event has seen more and more companies which professionally deal with 3D printing. 2017’s 3D-focused exhibition hosted almost 12 thousand visitors. The expo

also hosts 3D scanning industry representatives, printers producers, equipment distributors from home and abroad. Every consecutive edition the event has included new participants
and increased its scope. 2018’s edition will certainly be unique - Poland is now launching programmes under the new European Union financial perspective. Industry, education and
various business-sectors focussed on application of ground-breaking technologies will prosper for opportunities to implement new technologies.
The STOM-ROBOTICS is the 2018’s début - the specialised event solely focused on industrial robots.
The idea to organise and hold a new exhibition comes from
the „Industrial Spring” exhibitors, who addressed the expo organisers. Yaskawa has been appointed the event’s official partner.
Yaskawa is one of the world’s largest producers of industrial robots, inverters, servomechanisms and controllers. Yaskawa’s
robots are available under the MOTOMAN brand; these are the
response to Poland’s industrial market’s dynamic development.
The „Targi Kielce’s Industrial Spring” is a wide and diversified offer cut out for specialists milieus; the event’s has been
expanded to include the Electronics and Automation Expo TEiA.
Today’s dynamic development of the machine automation business requires frequent contact of producers, designers and
users of technical solutions.
STOM is held parallel to Fair of Pneumatics, Hydraulics,
Drives and Controls PNEUMATICON , Exhibition of Corrosion
Protection Technology and Surface Treatment EXPO-SURFACE and the Fair of Pneumatics, Hydraulics, Drives and Controls PNEUMATICON.
The EXPO-SURFACE is much more than the exhibition
and the possibility to become acquainted with a wide range
of exhibitors’ offers. This is the occasion to attend the industry-focussed conferences and symposia, and among them the
„Development of Anticorrosive Zinc Coating Technology”. Last

year’s event co-organized by REMIX SA discussed the situation
in Polish and European galvanising business-sector. International group of speakers, presentation of research and development results, exchange of practical experience and awards presented for the best products on show - this is a nut-shell
presentation of this 2018’s „Industrial Spring” and EXPO-SURFACE 2018 in Targi Kielce.
This year’s Targi Kielce CONTROL-STOM is the showcase
for innovative measurement methods, non-destructive testing
devices and analytical instrumentation. Devices for endurance
testing in addition to analytical apparatuses used to evaluate
physical properties as well as image processing systems will
be put on display at the exhibition halls.
The Fair of Pneumatics, Hydraulics, Drives and Controls 2017 ended in a great success. The Świętokrzyskie
Voivodeship’s capital hosted 150 companies which showcase
innovative pneumatic systems, i.e. motors, actuators, valves,
transducers, compressors and gears. Germany, the Czech
Republic, France, the Netherlands and Japan were represented in the expo.
The „Industrial Spring” promises to abound with expo-complementary events. We look forward to seeing you in Targi
Kielce from 10 to 12 April 2018.

Targi 2018

STOM an insight into the latest technologies
in automated lines used for metalworking and processing.
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Kielce West junction.

Only a decade ago, a two-lane trunkroad number seven was just a blueprint.
Today, Kielce can be accessed via
the comfortable trunk-road beltway
from the north and west. It takes less
time to reach the region’s capital.
These investments make Targi Kielce
even more accessible for visitors
and exhibitors.

A faster way to get to Krakow and Warsaw
- THE SECTIONS OF THE TRUNK-ROAD NUMBER 7
TO BE OPERATIONAL SOON
The transport back-bone
The S7 national trunk road is part of the international E77
route - undoubtedly this is the Świętokrzyskie region’s axis
which connects it with the north and south of the country. Right
off the Targi Kielce there is the intersection with another important route - the national trunk road 74 which connects the Łódź
Voivodeship with Lublin and Podkarpacie regions.
Regular Targi Kielce visitors can benefit from these road-system improvements. It already takes less time for those travelling from Warsaw and Krakow, despite the ongoing road-construction works. The exhibition halls and the press centre
have often witnessed discussions about the next new sections
of the 7 express-way.

New sections
The Kielce branch of the General Directorate for National
Roads and Motorways (GDDKiA) reminds that in September
2017, the S7 express-way between Jędrzejów and the Świętokrzyskie and Małopolska Voivodeships border became operational. This is PLN 428 million investment co-financed by the
European Union under the Infrastructure and Environment Programme. Once the new section has become operational, more
than 70% of No. 7 route in the Świętokrzyskie Voivodeship have
been upgraded to the express route parameters.
- By 2021, we will be able to use the express-way from Warsaw, through Radom, Kielce, to Krakow and further towards the
south of Poland - Minister of Infrastructure Andrzej Adamczyk
announced at the opening of the new road section.
In 2017, the Kielce GDDKiA branch also completed the con-
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struction of the S7 express-way’s Mazowsze section from Radom to the border of Świętokrzyskie Voivodships. The new
22 kilometre long section of the S7 express-way joins the Radom ring road (now under construction) with the section built at
the border of the Mazowsze and Świętokrzyskie provinces; the
Skarżysko Kamienna stretch. This investment shorten the travel times between Kielce and Warsaw.
The less than eight-kilometre section between the Mazowsze Voivodeship and Świętokrzyskie’s Skarżysko has not yet
been built. According to the contract signed between GDDKiA and the contractor, this section is to be completed by 2020,
then the journey between Kielce to Radom should not be longer than forty minutes.
A significant part of the express-way from Chęciny to Jędrzejów is still under construction. According to current estimates, the road will have become operational by end of 2018.

Kielce West junction
The Kielce-West junction has already been mentioned (in the
photo) - this is where the S7 and DK74 routes intersect. Targi Kielce exhibitors and visitors gave it the special nickname the „expo junction”. The Targi Kielce multi-level car park is just
around the corner. The junction has been designed and built to
accommodate the future S74 express-way development. You
can see this place from the Sigma conference room located at
the Congress Centre’s Viewing Tower. Just look at the tangle of
roads and exits and imagine that this Kielce gate will soon make
it possible to enter the complete S7 route. A trip to Warsaw
or Krakow will definitely be shorter and, most importantly safer.
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Na narty do Maso Corto!

ADVERTISING

Maso Corto to ośrodek sportów zimowych położony w Tyrolu Południowym, we Włoszech, tuż przy austriackiej granicy.
Obecność lodowca Hochjoch (3212 m) oraz wysokość – ponad 2000 m n.p.m. zapewniają doskonałe warunki narciarskie przez
większą część roku. Ta niewielka miejscowość dysponuje kolejką linową, która w 6 minut pokonuje 1200 m przewyższenia
i pozwala korzystać z prawie 40 km doskonale przygotowanych i szerokich tras. Do dyspozycji narciarzy i fanów deski są także
snowpark oraz dwie trasy do narciarstwa biegowego.

Top Residence Kurz jest usytuowana bezpośrednio przy trasach narciarskich, do dyspozycji Gości jest centrum SPA
(korzystanie z basenu, sauny, łaźni tureckiej, kabiny na podczerwień jest zawsze wliczone w cenę), wypożyczalnia sprzętu
narciarskiego oraz centrum testowe z profesjonalnym serwisem. Każdego tygodnia dla Gości przygotowane są atrakcje: koktajl
powitalny, prezentacja slajdów z Doliny Senales, poczęstunek Prosecco na lodowcu, wycieczki, tradycyjna kolacja ze zjazdem
saneczkami i inne... a zimą dla najmłodszych Gości jest czynny Mini-Club z polskojęzyczną opiekunką, jak również polska
szkółka narciarska.

WIELKANOC W MASO CORTO
31.03.18-07.04.18
7 NOCY -OFERTA RODZINNA
490 EUR
TYDZIEÑ TESTOWY BLIZZARDA
17.04.18-06.05.18
7 NOCY 6 DNIOWY SKIPASS
OD 270 EUR/ OSOBÊ

www.masocorto.it
Kontakt:
Polskojęzyczna obsługa!
Top*** Residence Kurz
Maso Corto 115
39020 Val Senales
tel.: +39 0473 662 502
info@masocorto.it

For the past decade the Kielce Technology Park has brought
together ideas for business and innovations.

It all started with a the
dream to create a place
in Kielce designed to
foster entrepreneurship
development. Today, when
the Kielce Technology
Park has been in business
for 10 years, it has
become a recognizable
brand. KTP’s prestigious
address in 6 Olszewskiego
street attracts creative
people.

The Kielce Technology Park
celebrates its 10th anniversary
RISKS IS AN INHERENT PART
OF THE PROJECT
The lot of more than 80 thousand square meters, 32 thousand square metres of
usable area which includes the 2 technology incubators, the 5 halls, the 4 competence centres. And on top of that all - the
20 hectares of investment land. This is only
some of the KTP’s achievements over the
10 year-period.
Szymon Mazurkiewicz, the KTP director admits that a decade ago the venture was exposed to a high risk of failure.
– There is no proven model that can be
transplanted to Kielce from another location and guarantee the immediate success. Each techno-park must be „tailored” to a particular local community’s and
region’s needs. There are no fully reproducible solutions - the director observes.
The world’s first technological parks were
created in the 1940’s of the previous century. Poland was the first park in the mid-

-90’s. Later, the advent of financing of European Union financial schemes induced a
significant increase in EU funds utilisation
for economic activity enhancement. Kielce also resolved to utilise the chance offered by the EU funds. It was necessary
to specify the model, the best solution for
the capital of Świętokrzyskie. - We travelled to different places.
Scandinavia, the USA, Asia made the
greatest impression on us. However we
were not solely focussed on projects that
were successful. We paid a special attention to the projects that failed, we asked for
the reasons - says Szymon Mazurkiewicz.
The numerous study visits resulted in development of the best institutional model
designed to support entrepreneurship and
innovativeness for Kielce.
CREDITED TRUST
The so-called Kielce Technology Incubator was created for a start – an institution that was supposed to respond to the

Over 200 companies in KTP. The infrastructure construction cost - PLN 86
million, and its expansion - another PLN 126 million. 10 years - the support
for entrepreneurs within the scope of the projects implemented by KTP - nearly
PLN 16 million. The estimated number of new jobs created in companies
operating in the Park since its start - 1.200. Almost 3.5 thousand people have
used the services offered by the Competence Centres until now.
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needs of young people and the academic

community in the context of supporting
start-up activities. – I remember the first
time we showed the initial concept. The reactions and feedback were not that optimistic. People did not feel the need to organise this activity type. However over time we
started to bring round the supporters of the
idea from among the science and business
sectors’ representatives. They helped us a
lot. The decision was made then. Not only
an incubator, but the entire technological
park would were to be developed in Kielce
- emphasizes the director. In his opinion,
if the city authorities had not been in favour, it would not have been possible to „pull
the project through”. - We were credited
a great trust. These were the ideal conditions, the creative work climate - mentions
the director and adds that the academic
milieus the Jan Kochanowski University
staff (the-then University of Natural Sciences and Humanities - ed.) and of the Kielce University of Technology made a great
contribution to the concept.
MILLIONS EARMARKED TO BUILD
THE BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM
The first subsidised project under the
European Union programmes was worth
PLN 86 million. An Orange Inc incubator

and the Technology Centre were built with
this money. - The first years showed that
we responded to the local business’ needs.
Three years later the infrastructure and services professionalisation needs increased.
Thus the decision to develop the infrastructure further, to build on the economy of scales; i.e. accumulate as many companies as
possible. A real business ecosystem was
created - says Szymon Mazurkiewicz and
adds that 2012 was a tipping-point. The
European Commission issued the positive
project evaluation and granted the additional EUR 20 million tranche which made
it possible to develop another incubator the Skye Inc. The Technology Centre was
also expanded. The invests in the so-called
Competence Centres were made, today

the Centres support the KTP companies’
activities. The 3D Printing, Fashion Design, CNC, ICT and Energy Science Centres are professional, refined spaces developed with a great care for the smallest
detail. ECN is the region’s only institution
of its kind, ever since it became operational (November 2015) it has hosted almost
40,000. people.
The park has also expanded to include
the investment areas for future production
plants. In consequence there are new job
openings and modern technologies. The
B and C zones will be available for sale in
the first quarter of 2018. The utilities construction and surveying work are in progress now. - We keep receiving letters of
intent from entrepreneurs who are interested in purchasing investment lots. There are different industries - service, sales,
production. There are also the companies
that are about to leave the technology incubators; they want to develop further in the
KTP - adds Szymon Mazurkiewicz.
THE GREATEST SUCCESS
In Szymon Mazurkiewicz’s opinion, the
past decade’s greatest success has been
the trust of companies. Today’s KTP „is
bursting at the seams.” More and more
entrepreneurs at the reserve list. - Companies appreciate us not only for the infrastructure quality we offer, but also for
the Park’s synergies, for the cooperation
possibility, match-making with other enti-

ties and for the services that we offer on
a daily basis. In the city we have created
a specific fashion for being a part of KTP.
Today this is a prestigious address - emphasizes the director.
FROM KTP TO TECHNOPOLIS
The KTP development concept is in line
with the Technopolis

idea - a modern, multifunctional business district. - We perceive
the Park as a multi-functional business

area
where functions are created, not only business related ones. A kindergarten, sport infrastructure, points of sales and service and
even housing developments - all is done to
make this part of Kielce a better place to
live in. We want our entrepreneurs to have
all the necessary services at their fingertips
- says the KTP director. The California Inc.

- the Central and Eastern Europe’s largest
technology incubator will be created first.
This is the PLN 86 million investment, co-financed with the European funds. A new
approx. 14 thousand sqm building will be
ready mid-2021. Unique, multi-functional
as well as ecological facility which utilises
the cutting-edge architectural, construction and real estate management technologies - these are its main advantages.
In addition to modern office spaces, there
will be spaces designed to establish business relationships - the conference, co-working and mentor zones complemented with laboratory and social facilities. The
top floor will be the sports and recreation
zone on its all area. A logistic incubator is
also in the pipeline.

THE FUTURE ...
- In the near future we want to mark our
presence and increase recognition among
students in order to give them prod to start
a business. We will cooperate with the
scientific communities so that entrepreneurship becomes a part of the core curricula.
Knowledge commercialization is one of the
ways to unleash a rapid economic development and improve market competitiveness - says Szymon Mazurkiewicz.
The director believes that the change
in the KTP share structure should also be
considered. The Park may become a commercial law company. The future is also associated with the offer expansion; a development of technology incubators clusters
which encompasses new buildings, future headquarters and a space for start-ups.
The development of investment areas will
also be strongly emphasized. - Our companies enter the consecutive development
stages, they want to build their own production plants. We are here to help them
– he notes. He adds that the institution will
enhance business-related services professionalisation as a respond to entrepreneurs’ more advanced needs. - We want to
be more involved in processes related to
companies internationalization, help them
in entering foreign - mentions the director.
Text: Kielce Technology Park

The interactive educational stands in the KPT’s Energy Science Centre.
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TARGI KIELCE
is throbbing with live!
Targi Kielce supported by Vatican
In December, President Mochoń signed the agreement
with the Pontifical Council for Culture. Under the agreement,
Targi Kielce and the Pontifical Council for Culture will jointly work to for the benefit of art which combines artistic
and spiritual values.
For 13 years the Kielce exhibition and congress centre and
the Pontifical Council for Culture have supported and popularised spiritual and religious art. In Vatican the Targi Kielce President of the Board Andrzej Mochoń PhD. and the President of
the Council - Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi signed the agreement
whose objective is to strengthen the existing cooperation. The
official agreement signing offers further motivation to promote the Per Artem ad Deum Medal - Through Arts to God idea.
- The agreement is the a culmination point in our activities
designed to disseminate cultural and religious heritage. This is
the result of 13 years’ joint activities whose objective has been
to promote spiritual values. The SACROEXPO is the most evi-

The Minister of investments
and development at Targi Kielce
Mr Mochoń is also the Chancellor of the Świętokrzyskie
BCC Lodge.
- This is a great honour; this is a very busy period for the minister who still was able to save the time to talk to representatives of companies about their problems and problems of our
region - said president Andrzej Mochoń, who welcomed the minister inTargi Kielce Congress Centre accompanied by the Voivode Agata Wojtyszek and the Senator of the Republic of Poland Krzysztof Słoń.
The meeting inTargi Kielce brought together a large number
of representatives of the Świętokrzyskie business and self-government. The theme of the meeting was the country’s economic policy and entrepreneurs’ comments to the government’s
assumptions.
- Our objective is effective implementation of the strategy
for sustainable and responsible development in all regions, not
only the richest ones. The economic policy is to bear the fruits
not only here and now, but in future generations. This is how we
comprehend our mission - Jerzy Kwieciński, Minister of Investment and Development said at the meeting.

dent embodiment of this idea. Thus we show that that our professional activity is not only guided with business goals - says
TK President Andrzej Mochoń.
Until now, the Per Artem Ad Deum Medal Chapter chaired by Rev. Bishop Marian Florczyk has bestowed 21 distinctions. The Medal fellowship includes Wojciech Kilar, Leszek
Mądzik, Krzysztof Zanussi, Ennio Morricone, Krzysztof Penderecki, Arvo Pärt et.al.
The upcoming SACROEXPO is held from 11 to 13 June 2018.
After 13 years of cooperation, Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi and
President of Targi Kielce, Andrzej Mochoń PhD. signed the
cooperation agreement for the benefit of arts which is based
on artistic and spiritual values.

The visit of Minister Kwieciński attracted entrepreneurs
and journalists.

The plebiscite craze and excitement
in Targi Kielce
The Świętokrzyskie teams’ members, coaches, young
sports-people with hopes and the region’s activists – a whole plethora of great guests called in Targi Kielce. That was
the 66th time the province’s residents choose the best athletes and sports-people of the previous year and award
them with the 2017s’ Świętokrzyskie Sport Star title.
Sport – everyone finds it thrilling and exciting. It therefore
comes as no surprise that the plebiscite organised by the Kielce media has become very popular. Every year Świętokrzyskie
shows that the region is a real mine of sports-talents. The yo-
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ung, the talented have been recognised by the plebiscite’s jury
panel and presented the Sports Talents of the Region title. The
title has been presented to Maciej Zyza, a twelve-year-old kick-boxer who has already won the title of Polish Championship.
Maciej Filipowicz is the plebiscite runner-up; Filipowicz is a
handball player of the PGE VIVE Kielce’s juniors team, a member of the national junior team. Aleksandra Wryk, a 14-year-old athlete joined the Sports Talents fellowship. Aleksandra
won the bronze medal at the Polish Juniors Championships.
The PGE Vive Kielce president has been recognized for his
many-year work, the yellow & blue team’s results - the Champions League, Polish Championships and the Polish Cups medals. Wojciech Makowski was pronounced the the Świętokrzyskie Region’s ambassador. The visually impaired sportsman
was the silver Olympic medallist in 2016 and won three medals at the World Championships. Although associated with
the Warsaw’s AWF on daily basis, he has never forgotten about his Świętokrzyskie roots.
The Jury Panel and voters honoured the Korona Kielce
achievements. Gino Lettieri is the coach of the year, the footballers team - the team of the year. The most important moment
of each Świętokrzyskie Sprts Stars Plebiscite is the Sports Person of the Year title is awarded. Daniel Adamiec took the third
place – Adamiec is Rushha Kielce boxer, Polish representatiADVERTISING

Bertus Servaas - the coach and the PGE Vive Kielce players
at he „Świętokrzyskie Sport Stars” Gala.

ve, the Polish Championships medallist and the World Olympic Boxing Confrontation participant. He is also the Kielce’s
hope for Tokyo 2020.
The winner of the 66th Świętokrzyskie Sports Stars Plebisci-

te is Michał Jurecki, the PGE Vive Kielce captain. Very few come
at par with Jurecki when it comes to in-game zeal and heart-felt confidence in the team’s success. Although the past year
was not successful for him - injuries thwarted his sports plans,
Jurecki deeply believes that there are more trophies to win.

FASHION FOR KIDS
– Kielce’s trendy expo makes its début
One of Central and Eastern Europe’s largest expo centres - Targi Kielce is here to
meet children’s textiles business-sectors’ demand. The Fashion for Kids held from
28 to 29 June is the response to the demand.

The highly-specialised branch of child products and ser-

vices business sector. i.e. the textiles and garments require a
dedicated expo; textile industry companies and related sectors, including: children’s clothes stores (stationary and on-line), merchants, wholesalers, sales representatives, designers,
developers, industry-insiders organizations and opinion leaders are the Fashion for Kids’ main target. Targi Kielce is the
home for this part of Europe’s largest child products and services business sector expo - the Kids’ Time. Therefore the organisers’ experience and expertise is a great asset. The 9th Fair
of Toys and Products for Mother and Child hosted Reyne Rice
- the world-famous American journalist, toys business-sector
analyst. Rene is a trend specialist, a spokesperson and consultant who boasts 30 years of experience in product marketing for children. Her articles are published in as many as 60
countries in all corners of the world. 2018’s KIDS’ TIME abounded with surprises - Otylia Jędrzejczak, the Olympic champion and a champion-mother presented her début collection
of baby clothes created in cooperation with the Ewa Klucze
brand. The Little Champion by Otylia collection generated an
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avid interest of 2018’s KIDS’ TIME visitors. Mayoral’s products
were also in the limelight. The children’s clothing and footwear
designers draw inspiration from „adult fashion” trends. Mayoral
serves ten thousand customers in over one hundred countries.
The upcoming Fashion for Kids is a new event in Targi Kielce calendar. The début expo is the response to the growing
demand in the broadly defined children’s textiles industry. The
KIDS’ TIME 2018 huge success has played a vital role - fashion for the our nearest and dearest is a rapidly growing sector. Manufacturers prove that a real style is also in the youngest users’ blood. Polish quality has been widely appreciated
by the fashion milieus and foreign customers. The later often
prosper for business partners in Poland.
The Targi Kielce’s Fashion For Kids is the showcase the
next season’s collections. Expo stands, in addition to a rich
offer and diversified clothes and garments portfolio will also
abound with bedding, pillows, blankets and other textile products for the youngest.
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The child products and services business sector’s development
gave the impetus to create another Targi Kielce’s event.
Fashion For Kids - the textile trade show already promises
to be very interesting.

World-renowned toy
industry expert returns
to Targi Kielce

Over eight years, KIDS’ TIME has advanced
to become s Central & Eastern Europe’s greatest
event in child-care products and services business
sector; the Expo is also ranked among the world’s
most prominent business events of its kind.cIt comes
as no surprise that the Business to Business format
attracts the outstanding personages.
This year’s edition has been record-breaking.

KIDS’ TIME expo
graced with the presence of
Reyne Rice says that missing 2018’s
KIDS’ TIME was not an option. Reyne
Rice is household-name in trends-analyses, a spokesperson and consultant who
boasts 30 years of experience in marketing of toys and product for children.
Reyne spoke at a conference held
within the scope of the Targi Kielce’s 9th
International KIDS’ TIME 2018. Reyne
gave the insight into global trends in toys
and products for children markets. Rice
is an authority and therefore often presents as a keynote speaker at high-profile industry conferences in Europe and
the USA. For years she has developed
products and solutions for media, consumers, industry associations, sellers,
producers, licensors and entertainment
companies. Her professional experience encompasses marketing, consultancy,
trends strategic counselling for international industry associations, Mattel, NPD
Research Group, Ogilvy & Mather and
many other companies. For over a de-

cade she has published in the international press; Reyne’s articles are available
in over 60 countries in America, Europe
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Reyne Rice
and Asia. Since 2003 Reyne has been
running own consulting form - ToyTrends.
Meeting with Reyne Rice at 2018’s Kids’ Time.
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MSPO 2017

GUESTS

from all corners of the world
Representatives of most all countries of our globe are brought
together for the meetings held in Targi Kielce.

PLASTPOL 2017

Hundreds of events bring together visitors from Eastern
Europe (Ukraine, Latvia, Estonia, Czechia, Hungary, Slovakia,
Georgia et. l) as well as from such remote places as Sri Lanka,
Korea or Taiwan. The International Fair of Plastics and Rubber
Processing PLASTPOL and the KIELCE BIKE-EXPO are just
examples of such international gatherings. The Targi Kielce’s
International Defence Industry Exhibition MSPO hosts representatives of the largest economic powers, including Germany,
Great Britain, the USA. Foreign guests are also happy to visit
the International Fair of Toys and Products for Mother and Child
KIDS’ TIME; in recent years visitors from Norway, the Netherlands, Portugal and Ireland and many other have visited the
expo. Large distances? This is not a problem - 2016’s TRANSEXPO hosted representatives of Iceland.

AGROTECH 2017
ADVERTISING
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AFTER-HOURS

contribution to success
Joint study tours, team building meetings and bonding activities, Christmas Eve
parties and family picnics have become an indispensable part of Targi Kielce’s life.
Interpersonal relationships are developed on a neutral territory, outside the in-company ambience. This additional factor
boosts the company’s success. Horse riding outings, a family
picnic fun and similar events strengthen the cooperative team-spirit. Sport competition in skatingcfor the Targi Kielce Vice-President Bożena Staniak Cup is a part of the „Employee of
the Year” competition. The event has been designed for better
communication and further motivation. The Christmas Eve performances demonstrate group solidarity and excellent coope-

ration; the stage-shows feature Targi Kielce staff and their children. This is the further alignment with the company’s values.
The company’s plans „live” presentations at whole-company
training sessions away from the office give the employees the
opportunity to ask about details in a less official discussions.
This way the management has a chance to build credibility and
trust. A well-cooperating and friendly team is a big value for the
employer’s and the company’s interests.

Targi 2018
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Companies whose growth is based on development
will never perish – Henry Ford. The Targi Kielce
Management Board follows this principle and
therefore takes a quantum leap. The team expand
to include new professionals.
From the post of an inspector to the director’s position

Kamil Perz
Director for Trade
Fair Department

Kamil Perz’s professional life, the new Director for Trade Fair Department has
been associated with Targi Kielce. He started working here in 1996, as a manager of
the expo organising team he has been responsible for Agrotech and Plastpol expos.
His experience and qualifications was an asset when taking on more and more
difficult challenges. As the capacity of the Trade Fair Department Director, Kamil Perz
supervises and coordinates the expo organisation teams.

THE POWER
of experience
Joanna Marcjan
Deputy Director for
Trade Fair Department

For 25 years Targi Kielce has excelled, now the expo
centre enjoys the superb position and renown
in the exhibition market. MSPO, Agrotech, SacroExpo
are the Kielce exhibition and congress centre’s
flagships. Each event requires a real army of people,
ventures organisation would not be possible
without them.

Fresh power and strong support

Piotr Szlakowski
Deputy Director for
Trade Fair Department
34

The Trade Fair Department is also supported by Joanna Marcjan and Piotr Szlakowski - the new Deputy Directors. Joanna Marcjan has worked in the Targi Kielce
since 2001. Kielce Bike EXPO, the Light Aviation Expo, PARAGIEŁDA - Jonanna has
been responsible for these and many other events. Piotr Szlakowski has just joined
the expo centre’s staff - his extensive business experience includes management of
medical and commercial industry companies. Joanna Marcjan’s power of experience and Piotr Szlakowski’s fresh perspective are great assets. Their involvement will
further enhance Targi Kielce’s business success.
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Although Targi Kielce already offers cutting-edge infrastructure, the company’s
management thinks about further development of the exhibition infrastructure.

THE SECOND QUARTER-CENTURY

marked with new plans

Targi Kielce opens the new-year’s chapter. Ambitious plans include the
expo calendar expansion, even greater number of events and conferences,
new exhibitors and guests joining the expos. New strategies require investments,
including infrastructure ones.
Targi Kielce’s expos keep developing,
trade-shows host more and more exhibitors and visitors. The constantly growing interest in events organised by Targi
Kielce makes it necessary to offer exhibitors more space. Suffices to say that
this year’s Kids’ Time required an additional mobile H Expo Hall. The Agrotech
exhibitors already need 4 additional mobile halls.

We take up the challenge
The events require additional, indoor space for exhibitors. Not only is this

a test for Targi Kielce, but also the tip –
this is the time to set the course on further development and new investments.
- That is why Targi Kielce Management Board plans the expansion. Architects already work on a thorough refurbishment of the A, B, C and H expo halls
- says Jacek Nowak, Director of the Administration and Technical Department.
- The courtyard in front of the Congress
Centre’s main entrance is to be equipped
with a roof. A covered passage between
the F Expo Hall and the Congress Centre
is also in the pipeline, this investment will
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make seamless connection between the
conference and exhibition halls. The corridor could also be used as extra exhibition space - adds the director.
However there are many more changes. In the future, the area around near
the gate no. 3 will be covered with a roof.
Thus, the cash registers and technical
services are offered indoor. Thus visitors are no longer exposed to bad weather conditions.
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Patronat honorowy/ Honorary Patronage:
Komendant Główny
Państwowej Straży
Pożarnej
Chief Commander
of the State Fire Brigade

Związek
OSP RP

Górskie Ochotnicze
Pogotowie Ratunkowe

State Fire
Service

Mountain Volunteer
Rescue Service

KIELCE IFRE–EXPO
II Międzynarodowe Targi Sprzętu i Wyposażenia
Straży Pożarnej i Służb Ratowniczych
www.work-safety-expo.pl
nd

2 International Fire Protection & Rescue Exhibition

7-9.06.2018, Kielce

www.ifre.pl
www.ifre.pl

Strażaku, pal się do akcji!

Wstęp bezpłatny!
Free admission!

Patronat Medialny/
Media patronage:

• Najnowszy sprzęt pożarniczy
• Widowiskowe pokazy dynamiczne
• Szkolenia branżowe

Fire-fighters - all eager to help!
• The latest fire-fighting equipment
• Spectacular show presentations
• Business-sector focused trainings

Centrum Kongresowe
Targi Kielce

Zapraszamy! Poszukaj inspiracji na
www.kielcekonferencje.pl

Restauracja Żółty Słoń z autorską kuchnią znanego w Kielcach
szefa kuchni Tomasza Pawluska
to nowość na lokalnym rynku gastronomicznym. Otwarta kuchnia,
industrialne wnętrze, niecodzienna
lokalizacja to to, czym zaskoczy
Państwa restauracja Żółty Słoń.
The newly opened Yellow Elephant
Restaurant with original menu from
well-known in Kielce chef Tomasz
Pawlusek brought a new quality
on local gastronomy market. What
distinguishes the restaurant among
the others is not only unique food
but also open kitchen, industrial
interior and unusual location.

Zapraszam do restauracji Żółty Słoń.
Experience the taste of the Yellow Elephant.

ul. Głeboczka 3 / 25-528 Kielce / Rezerwacje 885-100-715
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7

1

Szkoła Cosinus

2

Hotel BINKOWSKI

3

Klub Muzyczny ULTRA VIOLET

4

CONCILIO COMMUNICATIONS NIERUCHOMOŚCI

5 Restauracja ROCKABILLY
6 Restaurant & Wine Bar SOLNA 12
7 Restauracja ŻÓŁTY SŁOŃ
8 Restauracja NOWA KARCZMA CZTERY KONIE
9 Restauracja SUSHI NIGIRI
10 Salon Polskich Projektantów MAGIA

2

6

5

9

10

3
1

2
8

9

Targi Kielce 2015
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